WOMEN’S DAY DESIGN AWARDS

1ST PLACE
- Aruna Sujit
- Sunitha Kondur
  CRISM by SDeG and Hundredhands

1ST PLACE
- Leena Kumar
- Sangeeta Agarwal
  Priya Agarwal clothing

2ND PLACE
- Sobia Rafiq
- Suchitra Deep
  Walkable Maleswaram by Maleswaram Social
  and Sensing Local

3RD PLACE
- Prarthana A G
- Madhu Chandrika

COMMENDATION PRIZE
- Dr. Mona Pingel
- Puneet Brar
  Collaborative Stories of
  Women in Design

WINNERS

INNERCIRCLE PLATINUM PARTNERS
- MC1
- MARMAR CENTRE INTERNATIONAL
- WILLIV
- PROX

INNERCIRCLE GOLD PARTNERS
- FANZART
- FUNDERMAX
- NEXION

MEDIA PARTNER
- LIVINGETC
An architect and a ceramist got together to create some artwork at the newly extended Temple Tree Resort and Spa – a boutique hospitality project on the outskirts of Auroville. The addition of 14 well appointed spacious rooms and surrounding landscape gave ample opportunity for this collaboration to lead to some interesting results which blend the inner spirit of offering and the outer spirit of a sensorially rich architecture.
THE PASSING STORM